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The Abode ranges of 

contemporary and classically 

styled mixertaps are created 

for people who want the 

perfect blend of design, 

performance and  

sheer quality... 

a liquid asset…
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enduring character…

Each and every detail on an Abode 

kitchen tap serves a purpose. 

Every form performs a function, 

beautifully. And at the heart of 

the design, precise engineering 

and manufacturing quality ensure 

smooth, almost effortless control.
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turning heads…

The Abode contemporary 

kitchen mixer range combines 

precision perfect engineering 

with stunning design. Clean 

lines and effortless control 

epitomise style and quality, 

beautifully...
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AT1187
Chrome

As the name suggests, strong linear lines give both 
taps strength of presence. The Monobloc and 
Single Lever taps are complemented by the soft 
curves of the handles and spout, creating a  
range of ultra slim designs suitable for any  
contemporary kitchen.

Linear

AT1185 
Chrome

AT1186
Brushed Nickel

AT1188
Brushed Nickel
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Atik
Square only in form, the new Atik mixertap 

offers precision water control courtesy of  

new quarter turn valve developments. 

Technology on a new plane.

AT1148 
Chrome

AT1194
Gloss White

AT1193
Granite Black

AT1149 
Brushed Nickel
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Atlas
The Atlas range of taps is the staple diet of 

any modern kitchen. Solid geometric forms 

and a contemporary feel embody this 

popular style...

Atlas 4-Part is perfect when combined 
with undermounted bowls. Offering a 
high level of flexibility the crisp quarter 
turn operation is easy to use and has the 
added advantage of the pull out rinse.

Atlas Single Lever offers curvaceous 
contemporary styling with precision water 
control at the touch of a single lever.

Atlas Monobloc is a combination of 
sophisticated modern styling and 
engineering excellence. The result is 
a minimal design that will maximize 
performance and style.

AT1090 
Chrome

AT1092
Chrome

AT1053 
Chrome

AT1091 
Brushed Nickel

AT1093 
Brushed Nickel

AT1054
Brushed Nickel
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Edge
The Edge Monobloc mixertap takes its  

design styling from contemporary kitchen 

design. Smooth on the eye and smooth  

to the touch, Edge will look stunning in  

every contemporary home.

AT1158
Chrome

AT1159
Brushed Nickel

AT1195
Granite Black

AT1196
Gloss White
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Lupus is a contemporary design with a 

uniquely shaped V-form body creating a 

mixertap of both function and sophistication.

Lupus
Antila is a bold and practical model 

featuring symmetrical lines, crosshead 

cylindrical handles and finished beautifully 

with a tall and sweeping spout.

Antila

AT1066
Chrome

AT1068
Chrome

AT1067
Brushed Nickel

AT1069
Brushed Nickel
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Verso
The Verso mixertap is a beautifully 

proportioned tap with softened square 

edges and slim line spout to create  

a stunning architectural addition to  

any kitchen.

AT1190
Brushed Nickel

AT1189
Chrome

Linear Nero
Tall, slim and stunning. The new Linear Nero 

tap by Abode combines deep chrome 

finishes with silk smooth textures for maximum 

appeal in this two tone tap.

AT1184 
Chrome & Black
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New Media
Media’s ultra modern lines and smooth 

operation combine with a planate spout  

and minimalist handle, epitomising cutting 

edge design and style. 

AT1183
Gloss White

AT1182
Granite Black

AT1181
Brushed Nickel

AT1180
Chrome
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Ratio Professional offers cutting edge 

professional styling. Its moveable 

spout and single lever operation 

provides uncompromised design  

with ultimate functionality.

Ratio Pull out is a tall elegant single 

lever mixertap, simplifying kitchen 

tasks in style. 

Ratio Pro Ratio Pull Out
Avior is a clean crisp pull out with 

a minimalist design that maximises 

performance and style.

Avior Pull Out

AT1050
Brushed Nickel

AT1059
Brushed Nickel

AT1049
Chrome

AT1058
Chrome

AT1115
Chrome
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Fluid
Fluidity of design lines is the very essence  

of the new Fluid mixertap from Abode.  

Clean smooth shapes matched with 

revolutionary new quarter turn valve 

technology creates a stunning new  

mixer equal to any kitchen interior.

AT1170
Brushed Nickel

AT1169
Chrome
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Draco is a contemporary styled  

single lever with an innovative pull  

out spray offering both spray and  

jet water streams at the push of a 

button. Simple, understated and  

supremely practical.

Draco Pull Out
Ursa is a contemporary European 

design that integrates modern styling 

with smooth undulating curves and, 

uniquely amongst its contemporaries, 

operates at a lower water pressure 

requirement.

Ursa
Sirius fuses a classic form with a 

smooth and streamlined design  

to create this functional and 

fashionable mixertap.

Sirius

AT1077
Brushed Nickel

AT1076
Chrome

AT1085
Chrome

AT1086
Brushed Nickel

AT1080
Chrome
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Vixo
A bold statement for any kitchen, the Vixo  

is a well proportioned study of minimalism.  

The operation mechanism hidden within  

the body of the tap helps makes the  

Vixo a stand out addition to any  

contemporary space.

AT1192
Brushed Nickel

AT1191
Chrome
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Indus
Indus offers a mix of clean geometric  

lines and radiant contours to create  

a tap perfectly suited to all modern  

minimalist kitchen environments.

AT1119
Brushed Nickel

AT1087
Chrome
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Tuscana
The Tuscana style is based 

on the European architect’s 

favourite design. Solid, 

purposeful and simple details 

finish this timeless classic.

Orbit
With the new Orbit mixertap, 

Abode designers have gone 

off on a brand new design 

trajectory. Utilising new ceramic 

valve technology the elliptical 

body and circular spout of  

the Orbit tap plays with light 

and water in ways never 

achieved before.

AT1178
Brushed Nickel

AT1056
Brushed Nickel

AT1177
Chrome

Arkitekt 
Arkitekt shakes up the 

conventions of mixertap  

design with no compromise  

in practicality or style.  

A simple single lever operation 

combines a constructed style 

body and far-reach swan 

neck spout.

AT1055
Chrome

AT1099
Brushed Nickel

AT1098
Chrome
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The tall and stately Hydrus mixertap has an 

easy to use handle controlling the water flow 

and temperature accurately through simple 

up and down and side-to-side action.

Hydrus

AT1089
Brushed Nickel

AT1088
Chrome

AT1143
Chrome

AT1144
Brushed Nickel

Solera
Solera is a clean elegant design 

with a curvaceous spout and 

complementary single lever 

handle. A model offering true 

distinction and style.
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Pixie offers a petite chic design to kitchens 

where space is at a premium – a desirable 

statement of style.

Corvus is a design classic, taking its cue from 

contemporary architecture. The tall body 

and elongated spout mix bold angles in  

a dynamic and sculptured way.

Pixie Corvus

AT1113
Chrome

AT1078
Chrome

AT1114
Brushed Nickel

AT1079
Brushed Nickel
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Astral
The low pressure Astral mixertap offers 

modern contemporary styling, smooth 

design lines and with easy to control  

ceramic disc valves, functionality in 

abundance.

AT1157
Brushed Nickel

AT1156
Chrome
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Working in a similar fashion to standard ceramic disc 
valves the new Fliq lateral ceramic disc operates 
under forward and backward motion as opposed to 
twist control. Simply applying forward or backward 
pressure on the tap paddles allows for independent 
control of both flow and temperature.

Fliq Diviso Fliq Pro
The Fliq Professional mixertap offers  

stunning good looks and functionality 

together to create a practical mixertap  

that will inevitably become the centre  

piece of any kitchen.

The Fliq Diviso hides a cunning secret.  

A discreet flow restriction valve is 

incorporated into the aerator at the end  

of the spout. At the ‘fliq’ of your wrist and  

a 180 degree turn of the aerator you  

can moderate your water usage and 

accordingly water wastage.

AT1153
Chrome

AT1179
Chrome
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Graffik
With its elegant curvaceous spout and easy 

to use ‘fliq’ controls, the Graffik sets out 

to create a strong impression; a perfect 

balance between soft curves and  

strong angles.

AT1123
Brushed Nickel

AT1122
Chrome

Fliq
The Fliq range of kitchen mixertaps offer a 

true revolution in design. New ceramic valve 

technology is aligned with uncompromising 

smooth operation and unique styling to 

create functional yet individual design 

classics.

AT1161
Brushed Nickel

AT1160
Chrome
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Aurora Temperature Indicating Mixertaps.

The new Aurora taps from Abode incorporate unique LED rings  

in the base of the tap that change colour with the temperature  

of the water passing through the tap.

This unique safety feature allows the user to see from the visual 

colour display the ambient temperature of the water – red for hot, 

blue for cold and pink for tepid water. 

The Aurora tap is simple and quick to install with the temperature 

sensors housed within the tap body.

Aurora

Aurora Pull Out

AT1202
Chrome

More than 40°C

20 – 40°C

Less than 20°C

AT1200
Chrome

AT1201
Matt Black
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age gracefully…

The Abode range of 

traditionally inspired taps are 

a perfect match to more 

classical kitchen design. Whilst 

all of the kitchen mixertaps 

capture age-old design values 

they use the latest modern 

engineering technology to 

ensure effortless control of 

temperature and flow.
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Hargrave Bridge
The new quarter turn Hargrave Bridge 

mixertap will perfectly complement any style 

of kitchen, but is particularly well suited to 

accompany a classic Belfast ceramic sink.

Hargrave
The Hargrave Monobloc is also intricately 

styled to reflect the very best in neo-classical 

design, again with the benefit of the very 

latest component engineering delivering 

smoothness in operation and performance.

AT1146
Brushed Nickel

AT1150
Chrome

AT1147
Antique Bronze

AT1145
Chrome

AT1152
Antique Bronze

AT1151
Brushed Nickel
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Decadence
Decadence by name and by nature,  

this visually stunning single lever mixertap is 

the first in a new line of products by Abode 

reflecting the very best in Art Deco styling 

updated with a modern twist. Smooth  

shapes and sharp lines meet beautifully to 

create a modern design masterpiece.

AT1174
Chrome

AT1176
English Gold

AT1175
Brushed Nickel
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Decadence
Following on from the single lever, the  

new Decadence Monobloc mixertap will 

create a stunning focal point in your kitchen, 

whether you prefer classic or contemporary 

design. Be a little decadent and stand out 

from the crowd…

AT1171
Chrome

AT1173
English Gold

AT1172
Brushed Nickel
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Ludlow is a timeless design. This Victorian 

inspired dual flow mixertap combines  

age-old design values with modern 

engineering technology to offer effortless 

quarter turn control of temperature  

and flow..

Vintage styling in your home, the Ludlow 

Bridge captures the true design values of 

yesteryear with the performance benefits  

of modern quarter turn valve technology.

Ludlow Bridge Ludlow

AT1027
English Gold

AT1029
Chrome

AT1026
Chrome

AT1031
Antique Bronze

AT1030
English Gold

AT1028
Antique Bronze
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White, black and chrome 
handle options available  
with chrome finish tap only.  
See page 99 for details.

Gresham
Gresham is a stylish new take on a  

traditional theme. Quarter turn handles  

offer an effortless supply of water with  

the maximum of style.

Gresham Bridge
Gresham Bridge offers the same retro styling 

as its sister monobloc to suit more traditional 

Belfast styled ceramic sinks.

AT1125
Brushed Nickel

AT1121
Chrome / White Handles

AT1126
Antique Bronze

AT1124
Chrome

AT1110
Antique Bronze

AT1108
Chrome

AT1109
Brushed Nickel
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Somerley
The Somerley dual flow monobloc is the 

perfect blend of traditional style and 

technically advanced engineering,  

creating a classic 1930s-inspired design.

Aspley
The Aspley features smooth spout lines 

that meld into a slim and profiled body, 

enhanced by a simple yet efficient  

quarter turn handle operation. A true  

modern classic.

AT1007
Chrome

AT1008
Brushed Nickel

AT1015
Chrome

AT1017
English Gold

AT1016
Brushed Nickel
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Gosford
The Gosford Monobloc takes its form from 

both traditional and contemporary styling 

alike. A tall sweeping swan neck spout and 

smooth tapered handles fuse with a clean 

symmetrical body to create a tap of  

modern day elegance.

AT1022
Antique Bronze

AT1019
Chrome

AT1020
Brushed Nickel

AT1021
English Gold
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The Melford kitchen mixertap is a classic 

continental design. Originating from France,  

the Melford’s farmhouse styling proves that  

a fusion of provincial design and modern 

engineering technology is infinitely possible.

The Revolve Aerator is included as standard.

The Melford Bridge mixertap follows the same 

continental design lines and styling as the 

monobloc, with simplicity of form and classic 

appearance. The Revolve Aerator is included 

as standard.

Melford Melford Bridge

AT1043
Antique Bronze

AT1041
Chrome

AT1044
Brushed Nickel

AT1048
Brushed Nickel

AT1045
Chrome

AT1047
Antique Bronze
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Tate
Tate Monobloc blends elements of both  

the old and the new and as a result will  

look at home in traditional and 

contemporary settings alike.

Tate Single Lever displays the same design 

characteristics as its sister monobloc with a 

contoured body and handle, plus a hidden 

aerator adding a textured aerated quality  

to the water stream.

AT1111
Chrome

AT1112
Brushed Nickel

AT1130
Brushed Nickel

AT1129
Chrome
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stainless reputation…

A natural choice… the Abode 

range of Stainless Steel taps 

are a perfect complement to 

stainless steel sinks and kitchen 

appliances. Hygienic and 

supremely practical they will 

retain a natural lustre for years.
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Novar
The Novar stainless steel mixertap is  

a popular study of design forms.  

It is compact yet perfectly balanced  

in proportion, functionality and style. 

Quala
The Quala single lever mixertap offers  

a modern spout profile with efficient single 

handed control. A perfect match to the 

most modern kitchen.

AT1198
Stainless Steel

AT1197
Stainless Steel
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Taura
Elegant and sophisticated, the Taura is 

precision perfect engineering. A clean 

smooth quarter turn operation combined 

with a perfectly tapered slender body  

create a product of desire for any  

kitchen environment.

AT1137
Stainless Steel
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Ignus
Standing tall, Ignus provides efficient 

and effective water flow control whilst 

co-ordinating superbly with your kitchen 

sink and appliances.

Propus
Propus Single Lever features modern 

minimalist styling in the form of a  

slender body and wide-angled spout. 

Suited perfectly to both sink and 

worktop mounting.

Gino
Gino is an ultra modern cubist addition to 

the stainless steel range, offering stunning 

good looks with clean minimalist design. 

The single lever operation allows for 

efficient usage of flow and  

temperature control.

Axel handspray
Axell is a practical pull-out hand spray 

rinse that will sit alongside any Abode 

Stainless Steel kitchen mixertap, making  

a useful and practical addition to  

any kitchen.

AT1107
Stainless Steel

AT1138
Stainless Steel

AT1070
Stainless Steel

AT1104
Stainless Steel

Due to large variations in 

domestic water pressures,  

we recommend the use  

of a pressure reduction  

valve with all handsprays.
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Stalto Professional
The Stalto Professional mixertap 

offers the very best of contemporary 

style with the professional precision 

and flexibility required in the busiest 

of modern kitchens. Simply switch 

between spray and jet functions  

on the hand set, at the push  

of a button.

AT1199
Stainless Steel
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water treatment works…

Abode Aquifier water filter products 

dramatically improve the taste, 

smell and appearance of drinking 

water offering a clean source of 

unlimited spring fresh water for you 

and your family to enjoy from your 

own kitchen. Lose your bottle…
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The Atlas Aquifier mixertap combines 

modern contemporary styling with 

engineering excellence. Refreshing, 

clean filtered water is dispensed by 

simply pushing the cold handle in  

the reverse direction.

Atlas Aquifier

AT2004
Brushed Nickel

AT2003
Chrome
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Arnon provides a supply of hot, cold and 

filtered water from a single three-way 

handle. Combine this with its patented 

cartridge and Arnon demonstrates 

that style and ingenuity can harmonise 

beautifully together.

Arnon Aquifier

AT2108
Stainless Steel

AT2008
Antique Bronze

AT2007
English Gold

AT2006
Brushed Nickel

Gosford Aquifier takes the stunning  

design attributes of its sister monobloc 

and combines this with advanced  

water filtration technology allowing  

flow of hot, cold and filtered water from  

a dual handle monobloc – maintaining 

its modern day elegance.

Gosford Aquifier

AT2005
Chrome
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For the first time, you are not 

restricted in the style of tap 

you can have in your kitchen, 

or the need for an unsightly 

separate dispenser or jug for 

filtered water. The addition of 

the Swich water filter diverter  

will allow you to simply 

and quickly convert any 

manufacturer’s kitchen tap  

to supply filtered water, 

improving the overall taste, 

appearance, and quality of 

your drinking water without 

needing to compromise  

on style.

Swich is patent pending

Cold water becomes filtered Cold water reverts to normal

…of the swich will now 

transform your kitchen tap,  

new or old, into a filtered  

water tap delivering a constant 

supply of crystal clear filtered 

water to your kitchen for all  

the family to enjoy.

A minor revolution… … in filtered water
The SWICH is easy to use. 

Simply turn the handle control 

to indicate the type of water 

supply that you wish to channel 

through your tap – giving you 

immediate access to both 

the domestic water supply 

and then to water filtered 

through the Abode Aquifier 

filter cartridge, delivering clear 

refreshing results.
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Filtered water flow Normal water flow

Swich Square

AT1165 Chrome 
AT1166 Brushed Nickel

Swich Round

AT1162 Chrome 
AT1163 Brushed Nickel
AT1164 Antique Bronze

The flow of cold or filtered water from the 

tap is adjusted in exactly the same way 

as you would normally use the tap. When 

the Swich is turned to the filter setting, you 

will experience a lower flow of water. This is 

designed to ensure that the water from the 

domestic supply has sufficient contact time 

with the activated carbon inside the filter 

cartridge, housed discreetly under the sink.
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Aquifier Filter Facts
•  Premium Filtration – 5-micron filter density 

(human hair is 50-70 microns)

•  Capacity 5600 litres/1500 gallons (average  

6 months family usage)

•  Specially formulated high absorption 

activated carbon media

• Proprietary scale inhibition system

•  Simple, fast and secure SafeLock cartridge 

mounting system

• Replacement filter reminder service

• For more information, visit www.aquifier.co.uk

Installation is quick and simple. Abode has 

pioneered the use of pushfit technology 

for the simple DIY installation of our 

kitchen taps and we utilize the same 

technology for our SWICH filter diverters. 

Normal domestic water passing over the 

5 Micron activated carbon filter reduces 

chlorine levels and reduces sediment, dirt, 

dissolved metals and rust resulting in a 

substantially improved water taste. 

As water passes over the filtration system it 

re-polarises and when used in household 

appliances such as kettles and irons, can 

help to reduce lime-scale build-up.  

For full filtration facts, visit  

www.aquifier.co.uk or www.swich.eu

Aquifier filters are extremely simple  

to install and replace with an average 

service interval of 5600 litres (1500 

gallons) or every 6 months. To change 

the filter, just a quick 90 degree twist 

releases the filter from its ‘Safelock’ 

housing and the new filter is fitted just  

as easily with a twist in the opposite 

direction – it couldn’t be simpler. 
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A practical pull out Hand Spray Rinse unit 

that will sit alongside any Abode kitchen 

mixertap, making a useful and practical 

addition to any kitchen.

Handspray rinse
The Axell hand rinse offers the same flexibility 

as the standard model, but with the added 

bonus of being manufactured from lustrous 

stainless steel. 

Axell handspray rinse

hydro logic…

Due to large variations in 

domestic water pressures,  

we recommend the use of  

a pressure reduction valve  

with all handsprays.

A number of functional 

accessories are available 

including flow controllers and 

handsprays to get the most 

from your working kitchen.

AT1101
Brushed Nickel

AT1107
Stainless steel

AT1100
Chrome
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All the benefits of the Revolve 

Aerator with the added feature 

of a twin water pattern selection. 

Simply twist the end to choose 

between jet or spray pattern. 

Ideal during food preparation, 

rinsing cookware and also 

environmentally friendly, reducing 

water wastage from the tap. 

Available in Chrome and  

Black finishes.

A swivelling joint that attaches to 

the end of your existing spout. This 

device allows you to precisely direct 

the flow of water from your tap into 

the bowl allowing thorough bowl 

rinsing and also helping to reduce 

splashing and water wastage.

When installed this simple device  

limits your maximum water usage  

to 6 litres per minute when your tap is 

operating fully, resulting in a reduction 

of water usage and therefore your 

water and heating bills. The valve has 

a built in non return valve feature so 

can be used in conjunction with any 

Abode tap. For more information on 

reducing water and energy wastage 

visit our website  

www.abodedesigns.co.uk/flow

indicates taps  

suitable for this  

extra feature

indicates taps  

suitable for this  

extra feature
JG and Speedfit are registered 

trademarks of John Guest 

International Limited.

Flow Control ValveJetspray AeratorRevolve Aerator
The Rapid Fit tail pipes are available 

in both 10mm and 12mm 

connection sizes and these icons 

appear next to the taps shown in 

the specification section, so please 

take care to check on the product 

specifications the inlet size of your 

preferred tap before ordering parts 

and installation.

Rapid Fit tail pipes have been 

developed by Abode in conjunction 

with John Guest International. 

This range of 600mm long wide 

bore flexible LLDPE (Linear Low 

Density Polyethylene) tail pipes and 

‘Speedfit’ connection parts enable 

the simple DIY installation of almost 

all of the taps in the Abode range. 

The rapid fit tail pipes take all of the 

soldering and fiddly plumbing away 

and leave a simple and speedy 

installation process.

Rapid Fit Tail Pipes
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antila monoblocvixo monobloc fluid monoblocnew media single lever sirius single leveratlas 4 piece with spray

Chrome AT1068 
Brushed Nickel AT1069
Min 0.3 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1191 
Brushed Nickel AT1192
Min 0.3 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1169 
Brushed Nickel  AT1170
Min 0.4 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1180 
Brushed Nickel AT1181
Granite Black AT1182
Gloss White AT1183
Min 0.5 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1076 
Brushed Nickel AT1077
Min 0.3 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1090 
Brushed Nickel AT1091
Min 0.4 bar pressure required
Hand spray will function only  
when tap is operational

28
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225

50
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60-230
5050
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contemporary contemporary 

31
6 44

8

194

48

atlas single leverlinear nero monobloc

Chrome AT1092 
Brushed Nickel AT1093
Min 0.5 bar pressure required

Chrome/Black AT1184
Min 0.5 bar pressure required

avior pull out monoblocedge monobloc

Chrome AT1058 
Brushed Nickel AT1059
Min 0.5 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1158 
Brushed Nickel AT1159
Granite Black AT1195
Gloss White AT1196
Min 0.4 bar pressure required

ratio professional single leverlinear monobloc

Chrome AT1115
Min 0.5 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1185 
Brushed Nickel AT1186 
Min 0.4 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1066 
Brushed Nickel AT1067
Min 0.3 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1189 
Brushed Nickel AT1190
Min 0.5 bar pressure required

lupus monoblocverso monobloc

34
6

233

58x48
21

7

atlas monoblocatik monobloc

Chrome AT1053 
Brushed Nickel  AT1054
Min 0.2 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1148 
Brushed Nickel  AT1149 
Granite Black AT1193
Gloss White AT1194
Min 0.4 bar pressure required

ratio single lever pull outlinear single lever

Chrome AT1049 
Brushed Nickel AT1050
Min 0.5 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1187 
Brushed Nickel AT1188
Min 0.75 bar pressure required

24
8

220
50

22
7
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aurora monoblocsolera single lever aurora pull-out single leverhydrus single lever pixie monobloc

Chrome AT1200 
Matt Black AT1201
Min 0.5 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1143 
Brushed Nickel AT1144
Min 0.5 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1202 
Min 1.0 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1088 
Brushed Nickel AT1089
Min 0.5 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1113 
Brushed Nickel AT1114
Min 0.3 bar pressure required

contemporary contemporary 
astral monoblocursa single lever

Chrome AT1156 
Brushed Nickel AT1157
Min 0.3 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1085 
Brushed Nickel AT1086
Min 0.3 bar pressure required

fliq pro monoblocorbit monobloc

Chrome AT1153
Min 0.5 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1177 
Brushed Nickel AT1178
Min 0.4 bar pressure required

49
1

23
0

239
60

fliq diviso monoblocindus single lever

Chrome AT1179 
Min 0.5 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1087 
Brushed Nickel AT1119
Min 0.5 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1160 
Brushed Nickel AT1161
Min 0.4 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1078 
Brushed Nickel AT1079
Min 0.5 bar pressure required

graffik monobloccorvus single lever

arkitekt single leverdraco single lever with spray

Chrome AT1098 
Brushed Nickel AT1099
Min 0.5 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1080
Min 0.5 bar pressure required

fliq monobloctuscana single lever

Chrome AT1122 
Brushed Nickel  AT1123
Min 0.4 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1055 
Brushed Nickel AT1056
Min 0.5 bar pressure required
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melford monobloc

Chrome AT1041 
Brushed Nickel AT1044 
Antique Bronze AT1043
Min 0.2 bar pressure required

melford bridge somerley monobloc

Chrome AT1045 
Brushed Nickel AT1048 
Antique Bronze AT1047
Min 0.1 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1015 
Brushed Nickel AT1016 
English Gold AT1017
Min 0.2 bar pressure required

aspley monobloc tate monobloc tate single lever

Chrome AT1007 
Brushed Nickel AT1008
Min 0.2 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1111 
Brushed Nickel AT1112
Min 0.3 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1129 
Brushed Nickel AT1130
Min 0.5 bar pressure required

classicclassic
hargrave monobloc

Chrome AT1150 
Brushed Nickel AT1151
Antique Bronze AT1152
Min 0.2 bar pressure required

decadence single lever

Chrome AT1174 
Brushed Nickel AT1175
Gold AT1176
Min 0.75 bar pressure required

ludlow bridge

Chrome AT1029 
Antique Bronze AT1031 
English Gold AT1030
Min 0.1 bar pressure required

Chrome AT1171 
Brushed Nickel AT1172
Gold AT1173
Min 0.4 bar pressure required

decadence monobloc

hargrave bridge

Chrome AT1145 
Brushed Nickel AT1146
Antique Bronze AT1147
Min 0.3 bar pressure required

ludlow monobloc

Chrome AT1026 
Antique Bronze AT1028 
English Gold AT1027
Min 0.2 bar pressure required

gresham bridge

Chrome AT1124 
Chrome/White Handles AT1128 
Chrome/Black Handles AT1127 
Brushed Nickel AT1125 
Antique Bronze AT1126
Min 0.2 bar pressure required

gosford monobloc

Chrome AT1019 
Brushed Nickel AT1020 
Antique Bronze AT1022 
English Gold AT1021
Min 0.2 bar pressure required

gresham monobloc

Chrome AT1108 
Chrome/White Handles AT1121 
Chrome/Black Handles AT1118 
Brushed Nickel AT1109 
Antique Bronze AT1110
Min 0.3 bar pressure required
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water filters & swich accessories
atlas aquifier monobloc

Chrome AT2003 
Brushed Nickel  AT2004
Min 0.3 bar pressure required

gosford aquifier monobloc

Chrome AT2005 
Brushed Nickel AT2006 
Antique Bronze AT2008 
English Gold AT2007 
Min 0.3 bar pressure required

arnon aquifier

Stainless Steel AT2108
Min 0.5 bar pressure required

swich round

Chrome AT1162 
Brushed Nickel AT1163
Antique Bronze AT1164

swich square

Chrome AT1165 
Brushed Nickel AT1166

10mm rapid 
Fit tail pipes AT1167

12mm rapid  
Fit tail pipes AT1168

safelock replacement 
filter cartridge
White only AT2002

revolve aerator adaptor
Chrome AT1060

jet/spray aerator
Chrome AT1140 
Black AT1141
(Min 0.8 bar pressure)

flow control valve AT1142
(Min 1.0 bar pressure)

handspray 
Chrome AT1100
Brushed Nickel AT1101
(Min 1.0 bar, Max 2.0 bar pressure)

axell handspray 
Stainless Steel AT1107
(Min 0.5 bar, Max 2.0 bar pressure)

stainless steel
propus single lever

Stainless Steel AT1070 
Min 0.5 bar pressure required

arnon aquifier

Stainless Steel AT2108
Min 0.5 bar pressure required

quala single lever

Stainless Steel AT1198
Min 0.4 bar pressure required

taura monobloc

Stainless Steel AT1137
Min 0.3 bar pressure required

Stainless Steel AT1107
Min 0.5 bar pressure required 
Max 2.0 bar
In high water pressure conditions a  
pressure reducing valve is recommended

axell pull out handspray 

stalto professional

Stainless Steel AT1199
Min 0.75 bar pressure required
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ignus single lever

Stainless Steel AT1104
Min 0.5 bar pressure required

gino single lever

Stainless Steel AT1138
Min 0.5 bar pressure required

novar monobloc

Stainless Steel AT1197
Min 0.4 bar pressure required
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Warranty

In the unlikely event that you should 

experience any defect in the 

materials or workmanship of your 

new Abode mixertap within 5 years 

of purchase, the purchaser’s sole 

remedy shall be the replacement  

(at the manufacturer’s discretion)  

of all or any part of the product  

that is defective, subject to the 

following conditions. 

All working parts and valves  

are guaranteed for a period of  

2 years from purchase. Decorative 

surface finishes and O-rings are 

guaranteed for one year from the 

date of purchase provided that 

our advice concerning care has 

been observed and no scouring or 

chemical agents have been used. 

Stainless Steel surface finishes are 

guaranteed for 3 years from date  

of purchase.

This is provided that the mixer or  

tap has been used for normal 

domestic purposes in the UK and  

Eire and that the care, installation 

and maintenance instructions have 

been observed.

Technical Support

Choosing the right mixertap for your 

home is an important choice as the 

tap is not only the most architectural 

item in your kitchen, but also the 

most used. Think about the style 

you require, the ease of use you 

are looking for, your requirement 

for filtered water supplies and then 

consider your existing water supply 

and the water pressure available 

to you. 

If you have any questions with 

regards to whether a tap will  

be suitable for your application,  

please contact our support  

team or visit our website at  

www.abode.eu for more details. 

Your long-term satisfaction with 

the product is important to us. In 

the event that you require spares 

parts for your tap, please contact 

our technical support team or visit 

our web site for further technical 

information.

The Small Print

Our policy is to continually improve 

and develop our products, and 

accordingly we reserve the right to 

amend specifications, particulars 

of weights, measures, dimensions, 

finish and colour availability without 

prior notice.

Errors and omissions excepted.

July 2010.

Water Regulations

All products are designed in 

accordance with UK Water 

Regulations and are manufactured 

to WRAS or other applicable 

European standards. All products 

should be installed in accordance 

with WRAS regulations and Local 

Water Bye Laws.

design: Birchcourt Design Ltd 0113 204 7111
photography: Iain Klieve 01298 815504
sets used in photography: KC Kitchens 0161 499 7999

Warranty Customer care
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If you like our kitchen taps, request a copy of our  

kitchen sinks, bathrooms & showers books.


